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Islamic multilateral bank experiments with Shariah
compliant social cryptocurrency
The IDB Group intends to drive
development and financial inclusion in its
member countries using a blockchain-based
financial instrument.
The Islamic multilateral financier is teaming
up Belgian and Saudi fintech companies to roll
out the product.

Just as Ateon Technology and SettleMint are
assisting Bank Aljazira in developing a blockchain
use case for identity management (See Report
pg 9), the two parties are also on board to help
the IDB (through its research arm, the Islamic
Research and Training Institute) to build a use
case using blockchain smart contracts to create
Muslim-friendly financial products. – page 3

Takaful Emarat joins Blockchain Insurance Industry
Initiative
A Dubai-based Takaful operator is the
only fully-fledged Islamic insurer out of the
23 new brokers and (re)insurance companies
to gain a place in the Blockchain Insurance
Industry Initiative (B3i).
Takaful Emarat is also the only operator from
the GCC part of B3i’s new entrant pool to assist
with a market testing program.

As part of the program, participating firms
will simulate the creation and management of
property catastrophe insurance contracts to
test post placement processes from the settingup of the contract, through to the automated
calculation for payment of claims. Feedback from
this test will facilitate with the development of a
viable production platform by the second half of
2018. – page 4

Inaugural Supercharger Fintech Accelerator Malaysia
welcomes Islamic fintech start-ups
Asia’s leading fintech accelerator program
has finally set roots in Malaysia, welcoming
10 start-ups from across the world to Kuala
Lumpur, a springboard for many of these
entities into Southeast Asia and beyond; and
for a select few, a gateway into key global
Islamic financial markets.
Leveraging on its existing partnership
with Standard Chartered Bank, Hong Kongbased SuperCharger expanded its geographical
presence into Malaysia in partnership with
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation and Allianz
Malaysia. The inaugural Kuala Lumpur program
received over 100 early stage and late-stage

scale-up applications from 30 countries covering
a diverse range of verticals including insurtech,
regtech, payments, wealth management, artificial
intelligence (AI) and blockchain.
The 10 finalists all bring unique and
complementary solutions to the program, with
all featuring several cross-industry innovations.
The businesses tackle problems that improve
financial services, whether it comes from client
security, user experience and wellbeing, new
products or intelligent services for banks. As a
result, there are many potential collaboration
opportunities between start-ups and
SuperCharger’s institutional partners. – page 6
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IDB to develop blockchain-based Islamic financial instruments
(continued from page 1)
Husam Yaghi, the president of Ateon, told IFN Fintech
that the first project to be undertaken is a proof of concept
utilizing Shariah compliant social cryptocurrency.
A technical feasibility study of the product would be
carried out, followed by an analysis of the economic effects
in preparation for the actual application of the product. If
it comes to fruition, the new instrument may be rolled out
across the 57 member countries of the IDB.

Danish fintech companies making a move into GCC Islamic
banking market
Danish fintech companies are preparing to make a
move into the GCC Islamic banking market, attracted by
emerging untapped opportunities as Shariah banks amp
up their tech game to adapt to a fast-changing operating
environment where its increasingly IT-savvy population
is demanding more and more for a customized digital
finance experience.
Thomas Krogh Jensen, CEO of industry association
Copenhagen Fintech, confirmed that there are several
companies looking to bring their solutions to the GCC region
under a newly minted partnership with Bahrain-based
Finocracy, an enabler of fintech platforms focusing specifically
on Islamic financial institutions.
“[The Business Bridge] will ease the entry of Danish firms
in the GCC, collaborating with Islamic banks and bringing
innovative solutions for digital-ready customers. It also
provides GCC start-ups ready access to Danish innovations,”
explained Ashar Nazim, the managing director of Finocracy.

That is a big prize to win. At stake
is up to 25% of [the] banking
revenue pool in the region

The availability of new fintech solutions, especially
from relatively advanced tech markets like Denmark, could
assist Islamic banks — which are generally behind their
conventional counterparts when it comes to digital solutions
— in capturing new customers or retaining existing ones as
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the region shifts toward a digital-first environment; Finocracy
estimates between 8-10 million customers to make that
switch over the next five years.
“That is a big prize to win. At stake is up to 25% of [the]
banking revenue pool in the region,” Finocracy noted, adding
that leading financiers are eyeing between three to seven
partnerships with fintech challenger platforms to defend and
grow their business.
Aside from opening the doors for Danish firms to enter
the GCC region, the Bahraini organization will also anchor
itself in the Copenhagen Fintech Hub alongside 40 other
challenger institutions to facilitate technopreneurs from both
markets to collaborate in designing, building and launching
new solutions under the Talent Bridge program. GCC talent
will also be able to test their solutions in Copenhagen.
Finocracy this month also partnered with Singaporebased Alpha Fintech to bring its payment solutions to
banks in the GCC. The company is backed by Wells Fargo’s
accelerator program and First Quay Capital. Alpha Fintech
specializes in end-to-end payment solution, enabling banks
to quickly access new fintech partners across the entire
payments, risk and commerce spectrum.
“The teaming agreement between Alpha and
Finocracy promises to significantly bring down the cost and
complexity of integration for banks, vendors and fintech
players. This will directly contribute to improving the speed
to market and the profitability of banks in the region,” Ashar
said, adding that this will create two to three clear leaders
in each of the GCC markets, and these will be banks that are
able to start early.
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Islamic digital economy: Fintech is only one element
The IFN US Forum 2017 was held in New York City at PWC
headquarters on the 19th October, and it had an IFN Fintech
Session. As moderator and participant, RUSHDI SIDDIQUI
shares some of the topical issues discussed with the CEO of
Guidance Residential, Kal Elsayed, and the chief strategy
officer, Harsh Khurana, of Wahed Investment.
Does innovation exist in Islamic history?
The world believes that words/concepts like ‘disruption,’
‘innovation,’ and ‘invention,’ are attributed to the global
technology hub called Silicon Valley.
The reality is the world’s first ‘silicon valley,’ was from
the 7th century to the 13th century, and it was from Spain to
Morocco to Mecca to Egypt to Baghdad (where the ‘House of
Wisdom’ was based) and was called the Islamic Golden Age or
in today’s lingo: Startup Nation. Muslim inventors/innovators
disrupted the areas of healthcare, medical care, agri-tech,
payment gateway, empowerment of women, etc, and it spread
by way of trade.

The challenge is blue printing the
lofty vision for the road ahead with
attainable timelines and accessible
milestones
But something happened, and the Muslims went from
producers and suppliers to consumers, from innovator to
imitators, from engineering to reverse engineering, from
exports of people (brain drain) and capital (acquiring trophy
assets) to importers of debt-fuelled consumerism. Today, the
Muslim world economy GDP is biased toward agriculture,
garments, commodities, basic manufacturing and commercial
banking; and an examination of sectors of stock indices in
Muslim countries aptly tells the story. The bank/debt culture
dominates, and, it’s well established that innovation is not
sparked by debt or Sukuk. Equity culture, risk-taking capital,
failure as learning are the DNA ‘grease’ of innovation.
Recently, the deputy governor of the Malaysian central
bank, Abdul Rasheed Ghaffour, said what is acknowledged,
“the days of double digit annual growth are now behind the
industry. The industry must now seize opportunities in new
growth areas; reinforce the core strengths of Islamic finance;
unlock its potential; and realize its intended promises…these
being the rise of entrepreneurship, the growing interest in
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Halal economy; and the global large infrastructure financing
needs…”.
The challenge is blue printing the lofty vision for the road
ahead with attainable timelines and accessible milestones.
But, because the 56 Muslim countries are at various stages of
economic development, capital market maturity, knowledge
and awareness of Islamic finance, one size entrepreneurship
does not fit all, hence, country/regional approach is the
preferred approach.
Fintech
The fintech space is broad and deep with focus on
financing, investing and savings. Fintech application to the
Islamic digital economy is both (disruptively) inevitable
and a white space opportunity because of inefficiencies,
limited product offerings, rising cybersecurity threats, and,
most importantly (from my point of view), inclusion. It’s
acknowledged that Islamic banking is evolving from a low
technology base and has been moving forward with internet
banking, mobile banking and now digital banking, but, the
question is, ‘what have been impactful innovations in the
last five years?’ If none/few, how will growth and expansion,
especially toward future customers, digitally savvy and social
media-oriented Muslim millennials, take place?
To overcome the lack of meaningful and dedicated
(Islamic) venture capital in the Muslim world, efforts such as
crowd sourcing and peer-to-peer lending have been initiated
and traction will take time. Additionally, accelerators (and
work space), incubators and venture builders dedicated to
Islamic digital economy verticals are at concept stage. But, as
Islamic venture capital starts funding Series C and beyond,
private equity (which is more prominent in OIC) will be
looking at these Islamic digital economy start-ups.
It is expected that initial coin offerings will become a part
of the Islamic digital economy conversation in the future as a
funding alternative. Furthermore, special purpose acquisition
corporations may also become an alternative to traditional
start-up (exit) IPOs, without the challenges and distractions of
going public; Silicon Valley-based Social Capital (Hedosophia)
may well be a good case study to examine.
Regtech
Where there is fintech, regtech must shadow it. The
financial industry is one of the most regulated (and rightfully
so) to prevent fraud/scams and protect the ‘man on the
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street’ without stifling innovation. This means regulatory staff
must have the necessary fintech background to ask the right
questions. The ‘regulatory sandbox,’ is the intelligent way
forward in finding a balance between maintaining integrity
and encouraging innovation.

issues, from underlying assets to trading as an asset class, but
the Islamic digital economy will need to be powered by an
Islamic digital currency. The acceptance of cryptocurrencies
by governments for taxes will greatly help in the adoption of
such currencies, otherwise it becomes a continuous challenge.

There are many pain points in
Islamic digital economy, but, those
are also opportunities to build
unicorns!

Miscellaneous
Time limitations prevented discussion on a number of
pressing topics including smart building and tech tourism,
mosque-tech challenges (youth reconnecting via hack-athons to work space), identity management (important source
of inclusion for Islamic finance), blockchain for Halal food
supply chain, agri-tech (drones, computer vision, AI/ML, data),
healthcare-tech (poverty and diabetes), knowledge fund, with
OIC SWFs as LPs, modeled after Softbank’s US$93billion Vision,
but deployment within OIC, etc.

Innovative finance
The findings of IFN Fintech’s Islamic Fintech Landscape
identified 103 fintech startups across 24 countries,
encompassing nine verticals, with 67% comprising
crowdfunding, banking software and payment/remittances,
and with fintech headquarters in Malaysia (Islamic finance
hub), UK (Islamic finance hub), Indonesia, UAE (Islamic finance
hub) and US (surprise).

The smartphone is a building block foundation for the
likes of unicorns and decacorns like Instagram/Pinterest,
Twitter, Uber/Lyft/Grab, AirBnB, etc. Will it also produce
an Islamic digital economy version of Facebook, Amazon,
Alphabet, Apple and Microsoft?

There are a few important takeaways:
• Technology is a change agent and a ‘welcome mat’ for
young people to the start-up ecosystem.
• There are Islamic finance start-ups, attested by having a
Shariah advisor/board, but there are also firms with the
technology, open source or off-shelf solutions, that apply
to such start-ups, hence, they are also part of the Islamic
digital economy.
• The focus has to expand beyond Islamic finance fintech
to include Halal travel, modest fashion, Halal food, and
other verticals of Islamic digital economy, as the common
denominator for growth and scale is finance.

The challenge in building an Islamic digital economy
unicorn is generally not talent or ideation, but of a capital
intensive nature. For example, artificial intelligence (talent,
huge amount of data, crunching, predictive analytics),
autonomous cars, internet of things and drones (expensive
to build, bring to market and scale), and even healthcare
(Research and development, clinicals, regulations, patents,
etc) are example of up to, say, Series D and then exit. Today,
the Islamic digital economy is struggling with pre-Series A
with bias towards consumerism (demographic capture) over
enterprise.

Islamic cryptocurrency (Dinar)
In all the noise about the 1,000 plus cryptocurrencies
from bitcoin to Ethereum and valuation to usage, it’s a matter
of time before we hear about developments of an ‘Islamic
dinar’ cryptocurrency to address payments and to de-link
from G7 currencies. Obviously, there are Shariah compliance

Conclusion
The Muslim world recognizes the new Golden Age
is a knowledge-based economy powered by technology
and young people. There are many pain points in Islamic
digital economy, but, those are also opportunities to build
unicorns!

Takaful Emarat joins B3i (continued from page 1)
The B3i, launched in 2016, is a collaboration of insurers
and reinsurance companies to explore the potential of using
distributed ledger technologies within the industry. To-date,
it has 38 members including AIG, Swiss Re, Allianz and Zurich
Group.

5

Further use cases will be developed and prototyped next
year to ready the platform for market adoption. B3i noted
that it will implement a new structure — a limited liability
company with a research and development function and
commercial operations — to better serve its members and
future platform users.
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Brought to you by:

MDEC commences monthly Fresh Brew Sessions to drive Islamic
digital economy
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation has kicked off
with the monthly Fresh Brew Sessions. Fresh Brew Session is
a knowledge sharing and networking platform for ecosystem
players who are interested in Islamic digital economy.
The inaugural Fresh Brew Session was held on the 29th
August with a panel session on Shariah compliant funding, the
Halal industry and Halal certification from Jabatan Kemajuan
Islam Malaysia or JAKIM. The session received good response
from the attendees, which numbered over 50 from across

the ecosystem including start-ups, investors, regulators and
universities.
This was followed by the second Fresh Brew Session on
the 26th September at WORQ, Malaysia Digital Hub. It was an
informative knowledge sharing session where participants
shared their thoughts, challenges faced and assistance needed
particularly when it comes to raising capital or funding for
business expansion.

Supercharger Fintech Accelerator Malaysia
(continued from page 1)
Testament to Malaysia’s global stature as an international
Islamic finance hub and an emerging regional center for
digital economy and fintech, the program also attracted
entities with a Shariah compliant proposition looking to take
advantage of the country’s sophisticated infrastructure and
market dominance to foray into the global Muslim market.
These start-ups include regtech platform Capnovum and big
data analytics firm MyFinB.
“We are excited to be part of the SuperCharger program
here in Kuala Lumpur, especially because of the local Islamic
finance market and Malaysia’s importance to Islamic finance
globally,” Niclas Nilsson, founder & CEO of Capnovum, said.
“With the global Muslim population expected to grow twice as
fast as the overall world population to 2050, and total Islamic
finance assets to grow from today’s US$2 trillion to US$3.5
trillion by 2021, it is uncontroversial to predict intensifying
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innovation in Shariah compliant products and increased focus
on Islamic regulatory frameworks.”

The program also attracted
entities with a Shariah compliant
proposition looking to take
advantage of the country’s
sophisticated infrastructure
Nilsson added that Malaysia’s unrivalled command on
the domestic Sukuk segment and high concentration of
Shariah finance assets make the country a sweet spot for the
development of Islamic regtech.
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“Capnovum is therefore evaluating Kuala Lumpur as a
base from which to target not only Asian institutions, but
Islamic financial markets on a global scale.”
MyFinB, on the other hand, sees tremendous potential
for AI to be adopted by the Islamic banking and finance
sector – specifically in pre/post financing for Islamic financial
institutions and Islamic microfinancing institutions.
“MyFinB can provide strong insights on the profile of a
business owner or fund seeker – by helping to automatically
assess the risks and opportunities to the financiers, and
propose the type of financing solutions that are both Shariah
compliant and yet aligned to the needs of the fund seekers.
Costs can certainly be pushed down when the processes are
automated and decisioning is expedited with accurate riskbased pricing approaches.”
MyFinB Malaysia is co-owned by global Shariah scholar
Dr Mohd Daud Bakar and MyFinB Holdings, led by AI pioneer
Muhammad Nazri Muhd.

SuperCharger Kuala Lumpur 2017 – 10 finalists
Capnovum – Regtech (Shariah
compliant)
Capnovum is a cognitive compliance management platform
providing an up-to-date repository of regulations, obligations
and regulatory news allowing financial institutions manage
compliance across jurisdictions.
Chekk – KYC and digital identity
Chekk.me is a digital identity ecosystem where
individuals are empowered to own and reuse their
personal data, and businesses get a secure channel for
customer interactions and data requests (eg KYC).
MyFinB – Big data analytics (Shariah compliant)
MyFinB helps financial institutions attain higher
trust and better customer engagement beyond
financing for enterprises. Using AI, SMEs are guided
on balance sheet management and financiers can generate
new business leads and analyze the financials quickly.
Neosurance – Insurtech
The first AI agent to offer instant contextual insurance
protection and assistance through push notifications
directly on your smartphone, when and where it matters
most.
Neuroprofiler – Regtech and
Wealthtech
Client suitability assessment is often processed today through
paper questionnaires. They are boring, poorly compliant and
not scientific. Neuroprofiler is a behavioral finance game
to help financial advisors assess the investor profile of their
clients in line with last financial regulations.
Pand.ai – Artificial intelligence and chatbots
Pand.ai builds advanced AI chatbots that
understands standard and non-standard English/Bahasa/
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“At present, there is no independent and systematic
monitoring of Islamic microfinance institutions. It is estimated
that there are 329 microfinance institutions in 38 OIC countries,
serving over 28.4 million borrowers with gross loan portfolio
of US$7.3 billion. This represents 29.5% of total number of
microfinance institutions in the world,” noted MyFinB.

Malaysia’s unrivalled command
on the domestic Sukuk segment
and high concentration of Shariah
finance assets make the country a
sweet spot for the development of
Islamic regtech
With MDEC’s support, the 12-week program will run until
the 15th December 2017 at the Komune co-working space,
UOA Corporate Tower, The Vertical in Bangsar South.

Chinese, remembers what users said, and learns continuously.
In other words, it makes chatbots “pandai” (clever).
Pulse iD – Big data analytics
Pulse iD is an identity platform that uses
geolocation data to unlock security, loyalty
and identity services to banks, telcos and media clients.
Headquartered in Hong Kong, its technology is on millions
of smartphones. Underpinned by proprietary and highly
disruptive technology, Pulse iD is backed by experienced
investors and is navigating an industry segment that is
experiencing exponential growth.
Solus – Cybersecurity
Solus is a provider of next generation, multi-factor
authentication software that seamlessly integrates
biometric security solutions across multiple platforms. Solus
is also developing adaptive machine-learning behavioural
tools that will utilise user’s device behaviour to detect and
predict fraudulent behaviour beyond the core biometric
authentication product.
Springday – Insurtech and Software-as-aservice
Springday powers health and wellbeing to make healthier,
happier people. It uses technology to create an ecosystem
of health and wellbeing resources, challenges, wearable
technology, face-to-face services and benefits. We bring these
elements together in a gamified and engaging way in the
form of an online platform with mobile app, easy to use and
available anywhere and anytime.
Tramonex – Payments
Tramonex offers a single centralized
payment hub can reduce the cost of your banking
infrastructure and increase efficiencies. It offers more than
130 currencies and delivers international payment services
through an online platform, an easy-to-use API or a turnkey
white-label solution.
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Central Bank of Bahrain establishes fintech unit
The Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) has carved out a
dedicated fintech arm to drive digital financial services in
the Kingdom.

on welcoming more local, regional, and international fintech
firms in the Kingdom,” said Rasheed Al Maraj, the governor of
the CBB.

The new unit is tasked with approving entrants to
the country’s fintech regulatory sandbox, supervising the
activities and operations of licensed companies including
cloud computing, payment and settlement systems and
monitoring technical and regulatory developments in the
fintech space.

The establishment of the new department follows the
creation of the regulatory sandbox in June 2017 (See IFN
Fintech June 2017), designed to attract fintech firms into
the Kingdom which has placed an urgent
nt
importance on Shariah compliant finance
ce
or
solutions, and a regulatory framework for
ah
crowdfunding – conventional and Shariah
compliant (See IFN Fintech August 2017).
7).
To-date, there are four participants in the
he
regulatory sandbox including Now
Money, a Dubai-based payment
solutions provider facilitating
Rasheed Al Maraj
Islamic banking services.

“We are pleased to announce the new fintech unit at the
CBB, which will enable us to allow industry players to freely
apply innovative products while maintaining the overall
safety and soundness of the financial system. This is a major
step in the development of the current ecosystem in place to
encourage growth in the fintech industry, and we are keen

Dubai begins developing national digital currency
The Dubai government has begun the process
of developing its own encrypted digital currency for
nationwide implementation.

cost benefit to the emCash holder. It also reduces fraud as
well as inflation since currency is issued in real-time based on
actual demand,” explained Muna Al Qassab, CEO of Emcredit.

The governor of the UAE Central Bank, Mubarak Rashed
Al Mansouri, may have warned against the use of bitcoin
over the high propensity for abuse and lack of regulation, but
the emirate appreciates the convenience and urgent need
for a digital currency and has put in motion measures to
introduce emCash, a virtual currency to facilitate payment for
government and non-government services.
The currency will complement the emPay wallet (another
government initiative to support contactless payments using
near field communication through their mobile phones) and
will be founded on blockchain technology. The currency
will be developed by a Dubai Economy subsidiary, Emcredit,
and UK-based Object Tech under the Dubai Economy
Accelerators umbrella.
“Customers can choose between two payment
options on the emPay platform – the existing
dirham payment or emCash. While the dirham
payment goes through normal settlement
procedures, intermediaries and costs, emCash
payments are settled directly between the user
and merchant. emCash thus gives real-time
value movement and merchants can pass the
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The currency will complement the
emPay wallet, another government
initiative to support contactless
payments, and will be founded on
blockchain technology
Noting that the virtual currency will change the way
people live and do business in Dubai, and marks a giant
leap for the city in harnessing game-changing innovations
to improve ease of business and quality of life, Ali Ibrahim,
the deputy director general of Dubai Economy, added that
obtaining approvals from other UAE authorities will be
obta
taken into consideration if required.
tak
A number of associated products to protect
emCash wallet and digital documents, enable direct
real-time settlement and peer-to-peer lending, and
provide credit rating based on the distributor
ledger of emCash will also be developed.

Muna Al Qassab
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A sweet deal: Beehive secures US$5 million Series A funding and
new board member
MENA’s first regulated peer-to-peer finance platform
(P2P) will use its recently procured funds to drive product
development and assist its international expansion plans,
particularly into Saudi Arabia.

a Saudi venture capital fund, Riyad TAQNIA Fund, founded
by Riyad Capital and TAQNIA. The exercise was supported by
the Mohammed Bin Rashid Fund (MBRF), the financial arm of
Dubai SME, as well as several other regional investors.

Dubai-based Beehive has concluded a successful Series A
round raising US$5 million, bringing the total funds raised by
the firm since it launched in 2014 to US$10.5 million.

Beehive and MBRF first partnered in June to facilitate SME
financing to Dubai entrepreneurs; in August, the partnership
culminated in their first deal: a Murabahah amortized
financing for an online store.

“We’re delighted to have the support of our strategic
investors in this latest round which demonstrates the appetite
for investment into fintech business in the region
on and
will enable us to further expand the Beehive digital
gital
model and drive product and market expansion,
n,” said
Craig Moore, Beehive founder and CEO.
Top on the agenda for the P2P financier, which
hich
has an Islamic solution, is to internationalize
its business, starting with Saudi Arabia, the
largest Islamic financial market in the world.
In fact, this round of financing was led by

Fast forward two months later, Abdul Baset Al Janahi, CEO
of Dubai SME,
SM is now joining Beehive as a board member.
“Beehive
is a fintech pioneer and we’ve already
“Be
seen our
ou strategic partnership with them translate
immediate and tangible results for SMEs and our
into imm
investment will further strengthen that commitment,”
investm
said Abdul Baset.
sa

Craig Moore

Saudi Islamic bank to roll out region’s first blockchain use case for
identity management
A US-based mobile identity platform is lending its
expertise to Bank AlJazira in launching what is touted as
the first-of-its kind use case in the GCC.
The use case utilizes California-based ShoCard’s
blockchain identity management solution along with the
KYC solution from Settlemint. ShoCard, which recently got
its hands on US$4 million in funding to roll out its enterprise
solution that eliminates the need for usernames and
passwords to authorize network and data access, will be
working with Saudi’s Bank AlJazira and a Saudi homegrown
technology brand – Ateon – to launch the use case.
Bank AlJazira joins a growing number of Islamic banks in
the GCC experimenting with blockchain technology: world
heavyweight Al Rajhi Bank notably got the ball rolling in
Saudi by being the first local bank to conclude a cross-border
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money transfer using Ripple blockchain technology back in
June.

Bank AlJazira joins a growing
number of Islamic banks in the
GCC experimenting with blockchain
technology
A timeline as to when the system would be ready was not
revealed, however, once deployed, Bank AlJazira expects to
save cost and reduce duplication for identity management,
drive down the possibility for fraud by prohibiting a borrower
from securing a loan against the same assets from multiple
banks and improve anti-money laundering management
among others.
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Souqalmal.com plans Saudi expansion following US$10 million
Series B round
The largest personal finance comparison website in
the Middle East won over investors from the UK, the UAE
and Saudi Arabia.
Souqalmal.com is on a roll. The UAE-based finance
comparison platform received US$10 million in Series B
investment from UK’s GoCompare, UAE Exchange Group and
Saudi-based Riyad TAQNIA Fund (RTF), which previously led
Beehive’s Series A round (See Report pg 9). This follows a ninefold surge in Souqalmal.com’s insurance business according to
CEO and founder, Ambareen Musa.
“We have been experiencing significant growth in all our
markets and our insurance business has increased by 800%
over the past year. Service optimization and customer focus
have also enabled us to slash our customer acquisition cost by
80%,” Ambareen revealed.
Over the course of five years since it came to market in
2012, the early-stage venture has amassed over 3,200 Islamic
and conventional banking, insurance and education products
by providers in the UAE and Saudi Arabia. The fintech firm
now has eyes set on bigger things – new business lines, better
technology, greater marketing and branding presence.
“GoCompare brings to the table best-in-class expertise
and technology; partnering with UAE Exchange gives us

fantastic customer reach across the GCC and RTF will help us
expand in the Saudi market. We have a powerful shared vision
to create a regional platform that will transform people’s
understanding and purchase of personal finance products,”
shared Ambareen.
This partnership will allow Souqalmal.com access to
over 15 million new potential customers through the UAE
Exchange and more opportunities in Saudi through RTF which
is also facilitating Beehive penetrate the Saudi market. It also
signals GoCompare’s first international foray as this is the UK
firm’s first ever investment outside of the UK.
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Meethaq launches digital SME platform
The Islamic banking arm of Bank Muscat is combining
digital technology and its SME expertise to support the
development of small and medium businesses at every
stage of the business lifecycle.

in each stage of their business,” said Sulaiman Al Harthy, the
deputy CEO of Meethaq Islamic Banking.

Designed as an online community hub to also facilitate
networking opportunities, the Meeethaq Accelerate SME
portal also serves as a curated marketplace of discounted
business services tailored for SMEs, allowing start-ups,
entrepreneurs and business owners free access to business
resources, services and funding solutions.
“The primary objective of the online platform is to
provide guidance and help for SMEs to successfully navigate

Emirates Islamic unveils new digital banking app
Hot on the heels of its blockchain Cheque Chain
initiative (See IFN Fintech June issue), Emirates Islamic (EI)
has rolled out a more robust mobile banking app boasting
over 25 new services.

The Islamic bank incorporated a
recently launched digital money
transfer service as well as a host of
other services
The Islamic bank incorporated a recently launched
digital money transfer service — QuickRemit which enables
remittance of funds to India in 60 seconds at zero processing
fees as well as a host of other services including immediate
opening of current accounts across 11 currencies, credit card
management and cash on call, a feature allowing customers
to transfer up to 80% of their card’s available limit to their
bank account.
“The UAE is number one globally in
terms of smartphone
penetration and
s
as the res
results from last year’s ISLAMIC
BANKING
INDEX by EMIRATES
BAN
ISLAMIC™ indicated, some
consumers in the country
tend to perceive Islamic
Wasim
banks to lag behind
Saifi
conventional banks in
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terms of technology and innovation. We aim to bridge this
perception gap by offering customers an innovative and
dynamic banking experience,” explained Wasim Saifi, the
deputy CEO of consumer banking and wealth management
at EI.
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